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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a ring (here: always with unity) and A є Mmxn(R); ifX є MnXtn(R) is such 
that AXA = A then X is said to be a von Neumann regular inverse ofA (notation: 
XeA{l)). In case A is von Neumann regular, an arbitrary von Neumannregular 
inverse of A will be denoted by Л (1). The set of all X such that AXA = A and 
XAX = X will be denoted by A{1, 2}, and if such an X exists, it will be denoted 
by A. It can be shown that if^ is von Neumann regular, it also has an Ä. 
The diagonal matrix 
dx 
d2 
= diag [dud2, . . . , d J 
will be denoted by dgd. 
A diagonal matrix which is von Neumann regular has a von Neumann regular 
inverse dg^1} = diag [ d ^ , d(2i\ ..., d£1}]. If in the diagonal matrix dgd all diagonal 
elements are 1, then we denote this r by r unit matrix by lr. In [10] the following 
definition of an ID-ring was introduced: 
Definition. A ring R is called an ID-ring iff every idempotent matrix over R is 
diagonalizable; i.e. for all E є M,,(R), n є N, E2 = E there exist invertible matrices 
P, Q є Mn{R) such that PEQ = dge = diag [eu ..., er, 0 , . . . , 0] , with dge = dg? -
= dgeT. 
It can be shown that an idempotent matrix E is equivalent to another idempotent 
matrix iff it is similar to that idempotent matrix; so, in the above definition we may 
suppose that Q = P " 1 . 
Any von Neumann regular matrix over an artinian ring or over an ID-domain, 
is equivalent to a diagonal idempotent matrix (see [4]). The class of ID-rings over 
which this remains true, will be extended. However, we first will consider the more 
general problem of the equivalence of a von Neumann regular matrix to an idem­
potent matrix (diagonal or not). 
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2. EQUIVALENCE OF VON NEUMANN REGULAR 
TO IDEMPOTENT MATRICES 
The equivalence of von Neumann regular matrices to idempotent matrices is 
related to a cancellation law for modules. In accordance with existing definitions 
(see [2] and [ l l ] ) we call a ring R semi-cancellative iff it follows from nR = A ® 
® B = C ® D and A s C that B £ D for all right (finitely generated) R-modules 
A, B, C, and D over R and n є N. 
Proposition. Every square von Neumann regular matrix over a ring R is equi­
valent to an idempotent matrix iffR is semi-cancellative. 
Proof. => Let nR = A © B = C © D; take idempotent matrices EA, EB, Ec 
and ED such that A = EA . nR, B = EB . "R, C = Ec . nR and D = ED . "R . A ^ C 
means that matrices X' and Y' exist over R such that EA = X'Y', Y'X' = Ec. Let X 
be the matrix X = EAX'EC and Y = ECY'EA. Then X will be an n x n von Neumann 
regular matrix; so there exist invertible matrices P and Q over Я such that X = PGQ, 
G2 = G over r. If one takes Q-^P'*eX{l,2}, then £ 4 . " А = І т І У = 
= Im PGP'1. It follows that EA = TGT~l for some invertible T. In the same way 
EA = S~XGS for some S. So £ B ^ 1 — G ~ ED and B and D are isomorphic. 
<= If A є M,,(R) has a von Neumann regular inverse Ä, then ЛЛ . nR © (1 — Л^ї) . 
. "# = nR = X4 . "Я © (1 - ÄA) . "R. Since R is semi-cancellative, it follows from 
AÄ s X4 that 1 - ^ 1 ^ 1 - X4; thus 1 - Л І = X 7 and 1 - ÄA = YX, for 
some X, Yover R. Then Л = (Л + (1 - AÄ) X(l - ÄA)) ÄA and (A + (1 - AÄ) . 
. X(1 - AA))~l = Ä + (1 - X4) 7(1 - AÄ). So Л is equivalent to the idem-
potent matrix ÄA. Ш 
Corollary. A square von Neumann regular matrix A is equivalent to a matrix AÄ, 
for some von Neumann regular inverse A, iff it is equivalent to all AX, for all 
XeA{l}. 
Proof. If A = PAÄQ and X є A{1} then l m A = Im AÄ = Im AX so AÄ = 
= TAXT'1 for some invertible T. Thus A = (PT) AX(T'*Q). • 
In the proposition, only square matrices were considered .This is not an essential 
restriction. Indeed, if every square von Neumann regular matrix is equivalent to an 
idempotent matrix, then every rectangular matrix AeMmXn(R) will be equivalent 
to a matrix 
4 o o L -
If, for example, m < n, then A can be completed by zero rows such that 
P j l є M,,(K). Then [ l 0 ] M = PCP'1 , 
| o | [ 1 ( ) ] = Ö _ l G 0 f o r a n XeA{l,2} 
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and an idempotent G = G2. From [ Л т 0 ] г [ЛЬ] = ß _ 1 G ß it follows that ß _ 1 G ß = 
= F' (in which F = AÄ) and thus ÄA = P G P " 1 = PQQ^GQQT1?'1 = 
= (PQ) F'{PQ)-K Hence: A = Л І . Л . ÄA = (FAPQ[F7 0 ] r + 1 - F) . [F 0] . 
. ß ^ P " 1 and ( i ^ 4 P ß [ F T 0 ] r + 1 - F ) - 1 = [F 0] . Q-*P'*AF + 1 - F. 
Examples . 1. Consider a vector space іґ over a field F with a field P with a de-
numerable basis (xl9 x2,...) over P (see [3] and [5]). With respect to this basis one 
can consider the (non finite) matrices 
U = 
0 1 
0 0 1 and V = 
"oo ...1 
1 0 . . . 
0 1 . . . 
J '' J 
U is von Neumann regular, and Ve U{l> 2}; now UV = 1, VU = diag [0, 1, 1,.. .], 
and here 1 — UV= 0 is not isomorphic to 1 — VU = d i a g [ l , 0 , 0 , . . . ] . So the 
ring of linear transformations over the vector space i^ has von Neumann regular 
elements that are not equivalent to an idempotent matrix. 
2. R. Puystjens and J. Van Geel gave the following example of a von Neumann 
regular matrix that is not equivalent to an idempotent matrix. Take W = P[x, y, á0} 
where x, y are variables and <>0 the derivation given by xy — yx = 1. 'W (the Weyl-
algebra) is then a Noetherian simple domain. 
Consider the matrix 
=Do] 
it is von Neumann regular, but not equivalent an idempotent matrix. Using the 
proposition, we can deduce this result in another way. 
Consider 
then 
-[i;} 
r
=K} 
П 
AA =po]-4rr-*;} 
1 - AA 
G. S. Rinehart (see [9]) noticed that (x2, yx — 1) is not a principal ideal; hence 
1 — AÄ is notfree. However, the other three idempotent matrices are isomorphic 
to a unit matrix. The following decompositions are obtained: 
4x:]-4rv;:p4'o]'40^' 
The terms on the left of each direct sum are isomorphic, but not those on the right. 
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By the proposition, it follows that A cannot be equivalent to an idempotent matrix. 
3. Any von Neumann regular matrix over a Dedekind domain is equivalent to an 
idempotent matrix, but not necessarily to a diagonal one. 
Indeed, suppose R is a commutative Dedekind domain. It follows from the 
Steinitz-Chevalley theory, that if nR = A ® B = C © D and A ^ C then either 
i) A ^ C £ rR , and thus B ^ D £ n~rR; or 
ii) A s C ^ r _ 1 # Ѳ J, and thus B £ Я ^ * - r - 2 ^
 ѳ
 j 
Hence, any von Neumann regular matrix A over a Dedekind domain is equivalent to 
i) a diagonal idempotent matrix diag [ l r , 0]; or 
ii) to a matrix of the form 
V i o 
0 E 0 , with E e M2 x 2(jR) idempotent, non-diagonalizable. 
0 0 0 
3. DIAGONALIZATION OF VON NEUMANN AND IDEMPOTENT MATRICES 
The following proposition considers the diagonalizability of a von Neumann 
regular matrix over an ID-ring. It is not supposed that the diagonal matrix to which 
the von Neumann regular matrix is equivalent, should be idempotent. 
Proposition. Let R be an ID-ring; then every von Neumann regular matrix 
AeMmXn(R) can be diagonalized ifffor every pair of isomorphic diagonal idem-
potent matrices dg^ = dge = dgj = dg^ a von Neumann regular matrix dgx 
exists such that dge = Kdgxdgxl)K~l, dgf = LT1 dgx1)dgxLfor some dg^1} of 
dgx and invertible K, L. 
Proof. => Suppose every von Neumann regular matrix can be diagonalized.If 
dge = dgy then there exist matrices X, Y over R such that dge = 1 7 , YX = d g r 
or else: dge = (dgeX dgf) . (dgfYdge) and dg, = (dgfYdge). (dgeX dg,). 
Now dg eXdgy is von Neumann regular; so dgeXdgf = PdgxQ wiht P, Q 
invertible. Thus dgv will be von Neumann regular too. Then Q ~ 1 d ^ 1 ) P ~ 1 6 
edg^Xdgy{l ,2} . Hence 
I m I = I m d g e X d g / e " 1 d g i 1 ) P " 1 = I m P d g , d g ^ P " 1 = 
= Im dge X dgf dgf Ydge = Im dg e . 
Sodg e = Kdgxdgxl)K-K Similarly,dg, = L ^ d g ^ d g , L . 
<= Let AeA{i,2}; there exist invertible matrices P and Q such that AÄ — 
= P d g e P _ 1 , ÄA — Q~l dgf Ô, for R is an ID-ring. The given condition assures 
that AA = PKdg,dg^K-'P"K ÄA = Q-*L-Ugi"dgxLQ. So 
A = AÄAÄA = PKdgxdg(xí)K-ip-íAQ-1L-ídg(x1)dgxLQ = 
= (PK) dgx [dgxl\PK)-* A(LQY1 d g ^ dgx + 1 - dg^> dgJ (LQ). 
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Now 
[ d g ^ ( f * r A(LQ)-1 dg<1' dg, + 1 - dg<'> dg,] . 
. [ d g ' " dg,(Lß) A(PK) dg, + 1 - dg<'> d g J = 
= dg^(MC)- 1 A . ÄA . X{PK) dg, + 1 - d g ^ dg, = 
= dg^> dg, d g ^ dg, + 1 - d g ^ dg, = 1 
and 
[dgV} dg,(L2) A{PK) dg, + 1 - dg^1 » dg,] . 
• W W A{LQ)-i dgV> dg, + 1 - dg<'> dg,] = 
= d g ^ dg,(Lß) Ä. AÄ. A(LQ)-1 d g ^ dg, + 1 - dg^> dg, = 1 . • 
Corollary 1. Over a commutative ID-ring every von Neumann regular matrix 
can be diagonalized. 
Proof. Let R be a commutative ID-ring. A Steger (see [10]) has shown that any 
idempotent matrix is in that case equivalent to a diagonal idempotent matrix 
diag [e l9 ..., er, 0, ..., 0] , on which the conditions that el | eí + u Ví є {1, ..., r — 1}, 
may be imposed. 
If AeMmXn(R), and AeA{l,2}, invertible matrices P and Q exist such that 
AÄ = P dge P~l with dge = diag [el9 ..., er9 0, ..., 0] = dg2, ex | ei+l9 V/ e 
e { l , . . . , r - l } and AA=Q-'agjQ with dg / = d i a g [ / 1 , . . . , / s , 0 , . . . , 0 ] = 
= dg2, ft | / i + 1 , V ie{ l , . . . , s - 1}. Suppose r < s; since dge = P'lAQ~l . QÄP 
and dgy = QÄP . P~1AQ~i, dge and dgy are isomorphic idempotent matrices. 
So 
Г/i 
and 
/ , 
are isomorphic idempotent matrices too. 
There exist s x 5 matrices X and Y such that 
0 
= XY, YX = 
/ i 
/ . 
. So det = 0 
= det X . det Y = det (diag [/ l5 .. . , / J ) = / „ so Л = 0 
If r > s, then in the same way it is obtained that er = 0. 
If r = s, there exist s x s matrices X' and Y' such that 
f. 
/ i 
= X' . Y' , Y' . X' = 
and thus: er = det (diag [e t , ..., er, 0, ..., 0]) = det X' . det Y' 
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= det (diag [/ l 5 . . . , / J ) = fs. Since d iag [eu ..., er.u er] and diag [fu .. . , / r _ l 5 / r ] = 
= diag [fl9 . . . , / , _ ! , er] are isomorphic, diag [e1} ..., er-u er, 1 - er] and 
<iiag [/i> --->/r, 1 - eJ are isomorphic too. But diag [er7 1 - er~] ^ diag [1,0] , so 
diag [ е
І 9 . . . , er_1? 1, 0] ^ diag [/1? . . . , / r _ l 5 1, 0] . By repetition of the given argu­
ment: / r = er, / r _ ! = e,_ l9 . . . , / i = Є1# 
So it follows from dg* = dge = àgf = ágj that dge = dgy (so, L = K = l r 
and dg* = dg*1} in the proposition). Thus, every von Neumann regular matrix 
over R can be diagonalized. • 
The following property, which has been studied in several papers (see for example 
[ l ] , [4] and the references given in these papers), is now a corollary of the above 
proposition. 
Corollary 2. / / R is an ID-ring with 0 and 1 as its only idempotent elements, 
then every von Neumann regular matrix over R is diagonalizhle. 
Proof. In this case all diagonal idempotent matrices are ofthe form ls. Hence if 
1, £ it then l s = X 7 a n d 1, = YX for some XeMsXt(R)'siná YeMtXs(R). So 
l s = X lt 1 Д " 1 and of course lt = l ř , \t. Thus the conditions of the proposition 
are satisfied (Take K = X, L = lt and dgx = l ř). • 
From the proofs of the corollaries it also follows that in these two cases a von 
Neumann regular matrix is equivalent to diagonal idempotent matrix. 
App l i ca t i i n s . 1. R. Puystjens and J. Van Geel have formulated the following 
conjecture: "If R is an ID-ring and A is a von Neumann regular matrix, then AX 
is equivalent to A, for each von Neumann regular inverse X of A." 
If one considers the Weyl-algebra W = F[x, y, c>0] then M2(#") is a left and 
right principal ideal ring (see [6]). Every matrix over the ring M2(i^) can thus be 
diagonalized (see [7]). In particular M2(i^) is an ID-ring. The element 
Do] 
of this ring is however not equivalent to an idempotent element although it is von 
Neumann regular. Thus, every von Neumann regular matrix over M2(i^) is equi­
valent to diagonal matrix, but not necessarily an idempotent one. 
This illustrates the given proposition and provides a counter example to the con­
jecture. 
2. Let R be an arbitrary ring (with unity); an element a є JR is called 
— von Neumann regular iff there is an element b є R such that aba = a. 
— unit regular iffthere is a unit u є R (i.e. u has a two-sided inverse) such that 
aua = a. 
A ring R is called partially unit regular (abbreviation p.u.r.) iff every regular 
element is unit regular. Hall, Hartwig, Katz and Newman have formulated the 
following open question (see [ l ] ) : "Does R being p.u.r. always imply that MnXn(R) 
is p.u.r.?" 
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The answer to this question is negative: the Weyl-algebra Hr is a domain, so it is 
a p.u.r. ring. It was shown above that there exist a 2 by 2 von Neumann regular 
matrix A over W which is not equivalent to anidempotentmatrix. Hence,M2 x 2(^) 
cannot be p.u.r. (if AUA = A for some invertible U, then UAUA = UA so UA 
is idempotent; thus A = U~(UA) and A would be equivalent to an idempotent 
matrix). 
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